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Abstract

Localized brain tissue damage activates surrounding astrocytes, which significantly influences 

subsequent long-term pathological processes. Most existing focal brain injury models in rodents 

employ craniotomy to localize mechanical insults. However, the craniotomy procedure itself 

induces gliosis. To investigate perilesional astrocyte activation under conditions where the skull is 

intact, we created focal brain injuries using light exposure through a cranial window made by 

thinning the skull that does not induce gliosis. The lesion size is maximal at ~12 h and shows 

substantial recovery over the subsequent 30 days. Two distinct types of perilesional reactive 

astrocyte, identified by GFAP upregulation and hypertrophy, were found. In proximal regions, the 

reactive astrocytes proliferated and expressed nestin, whereas in regions distal to the injury core, 

astrocytes showed increased GFAP expression but did not proliferate, lacked nestin expression, 

and displayed different morphology. Simply making the window did not induce any of these 

changes. There were also significant numbers of neurons in the recovering cortical tissue. In the 

recovery region, reactive astrocytes radially extended processes, which appeared to influence the 

shapes of neuronal nuclei. The proximal reactive astrocytes also formed a cell layer, which 

appeared to serve as a protective barrier, blocking the spread of IgG deposition and migration of 

microglia from the lesion core to surrounding tissue. The recovery was preceded by perilesional 

accumulation of leukocytes expressing vascular endothelial growth factor. These results suggest 

that under intact skull conditions, focal brain injury is followed by perilesional reactive astrocyte 

activities that foster cortical tissue protection and recovery.
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Introduction

Reactive astrocytes, characterized by hypertrophic morphology and upregulation of glial 

fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), are common manifestations following focal brain injury 
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(Norenberg, 1994). The robust growth and propagation of reactive astrocytes suggest that 

they have important roles in either secondary injury or wound healing (McGraw et al., 
2001); however the roles indicated in previous studies are not necessarily consistent. For 

example, opposing influences of reactive astrocytes has been reported on neuronal network 

regeneration (Fitch & Silver, 1997; Oberheim et al., 2008) and inflammation (Merrill & 

Benveniste, 1996; Bush et al., 1999). These diverse actions are probably due to the 

heterogeneity of reactive astrocytes, which has been proposed based on studies of their 

structure, proliferation, and gene expression (Ridet et al., 1997). The classification of 

reactive astrocyte subtypes generated in clinically relevant animal models and the 

assignment of each subtype to a set of functions represent crucial information for research 

establishing effective treatments for brain injury.

Existing rodent focal brain injury models, such as fluid-percussion injury (FPI) (McIntosh et 
al., 1989) and controlled cortical impact (CCI) (Cherian et al., 1996), are not necessarily 

appropriate for studying gliosis due to the influence and artifacts of craniotomy used for 

localizing mechanical impact. Impairment of synaptic plasticity in sham-treated animals in 

FPI (D’Ambrosio et al., 1998; Sanders et al., 2000) has been attributed to the upregulation of 

inducible nitric oxide synthase (NOS) expression, which presumably reflects cytokine 

production gliosis (Min et al., 2003). Furthermore, a recent study demonstrated craniotomy-

related artifactual gliosis and synaptic instability (Xu et al., 2007). Thus, the origin and roles 

of reactive astrocytes in existing focal brain injury models are complicated by craniotomy-

related gliosis, and may reflect experimental artifacts rather than clinically relevant 

pathological processes.

In this study, we investigated astrocyte activation in response to focal brain injury without 

resorting to craniotomy. For this purpose, we made a thinned skull cranial window in mice 

and exposed the underlying small cortical region to intense light. The thinned-skull cranial 

window has already been shown not to cause artifactual gliosis, and to preserve normal glial 

phenotypes (Xu et al., 2007). This novel method, which we have designated “photo injury,” 

has been used successfully to generate reproducible cortical injuries that resemble human 

closed-head contusions. We histologically characterized tissue degeneration and the 

impressive recovery that follows, as well as the reactive astrocyte subtypes found in photo 

injury. Long-term spread of tissue degeneration was not observed, and a number of structural 

aspects of perilesional reactive astrocytes suggested their contribution to the recovery 

process. We also examined the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor, VEGF, 

which has been shown to be associated with cortical tissue recovery (Ruiz de Almodovar et 

al., 2009), and found a unique distribution prior to recovery, which is considered to 

characterize the pathological processes of photo injury. As astrocytes were solely activated 

by the cortical lesion without craniotomy-related artifacts, we propose that the heterogeneity 

and functional activities of reactive astrocytes seen here reflect the innate responses of 

cortical astrocytes to localized tissue damage.
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Materials and Methods

Animal experiments

All experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the 

University of New Mexico (IACUC). Photo injury was generated in 6 – 10-week-old male 

C57BL6 mice (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN). A thinned-skull cranial window (approx. 0.5 mm 

in diameter and approx. 20 μm in thickness) was created over the right primary 

somatosensory cortex (1 mm posterior to bregma and 3 mm lateral from the midline) by 

scraping the skull using micro-drill burrs (19007-07M; FST, Foster City, CA) and a 

microsurgical blade (Nordland Blade #6900; Salivan, Charlotte, NC). For light exposure, the 

mouse was mounted on a microscope stage and the head was fixed with the cranial window 

centered under a 20× water immersion microscope objective (XLUMPLFLN 20×W NA1.0; 

Olympus, Center Valley, PA). NADH autofluorescence of cerebral parenchyma was imaged 

by two-photon microscopy (Ultima Multiphoton Microscopy System; Prairie Technologies, 

Middleton, WI), as shown in Fig. 1B. This information was used to set the focus of light 

exposure to the same depth between mice. Based on the results of preliminary investigations 

regarding light exposure conditions, injury light was delivered from a 90 W halogen bulb, 

with the housing mounted directly on a microscope camera port and focused 200 μm below 

the cortical surface by the objective. In preliminary experiments, it was determined that a 

2.5-min exposure was optimal to cause total neuronal cell loss down to a depth of 80% – 

90% of cortical thickness by 12 h after exposure (Supporting Information 1). The animals 

were anesthetized with 1.0% – 1.5% isoflurane in N2O:O2 (70:30). To avoid the 

neuroprotective effects of isoflurane (Zhou et al., 2010), the mouse was disconnected from 

anesthesia within 5 min after completion of light exposure, and the scalp was sutured within 

this 5-min period. To avoid unpredictable pain in a novel brain injury model, the sedative 

buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg, s.c.) was administered every 12 h for the first 2 days after 

surgery. For bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling, BrdU (50 mg/kg, i.p.) was administered 

on days 1 though 6. All mice were housed under a 12 h light: 12 h dark cycle with food and 

water available ad libitum.

Histological analysis

Mice were sacrificed at given time points, and tissue was subjected to histological analysis. 

After sodium pentobarbital overdose (150 mg/kg, i.p), mice were transcardially perfused 

with ice-cold 0.1 M PBS, followed by 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS. Brains 

were post-fixed overnight, and sliced at a thickness of 50 μm in PBS using a Vibratome 

(Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL). Slices of the maximum horizontal distance of 

lesion, presumably including the central region of the lesion, were selected for mounting 

onto slide glasses and air-dried. For immunofluorescence staining, slices were permeabilized 

with 1% (w/v) Triton X-100, blocked with 5% goat normal serum, and incubated with 

primary antibodies as follows: rabbit polyclonal anti-GFAP (1:200; DAKO, Carpinteria, 

CA); mouse monoclonal anti-NeuN (1:200; BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA); mouse 

monoclonal anti-nestin (1:200; Millipore, Billerica, MA); rat monoclonal anti-BrdU (1:100; 

Accurate Chemical, Westbury, NY); rat monoclonal anti-CD68 (1:100; AbD Serotec, 

Raleigh, NC) and rabbit polyclonal anti-VEGF (1:100; Abcam, Cambridge, MA). 

Immunofluorescence was visualized using FITC- or Cy3-conjugated secondary antibodies 
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(1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA), and coverslipped with 

ProlongGold™ antifade mounting media (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR). For BrdU double 

staining, samples were treated with 2 N hydrochloric acid (37°C, 30 min), and then 

neutralized with 0.1 M sodium borate (pH 8.5, 10 min). For nestin and VEGF 

immunostaining, antigen retrieval was performed using 0.01 M citric acid (pH 6.0) at 100°C 

for 15 min, followed by 10 min in PBS at room temperature. Fluorescence images were 

obtained using an epifluorescence microscope (IX70; Olympus) equipped with a cooled-

CCD camera (QuantiFire; Optronics, Goleta, CA) (Fig. 3A, 6, 9, 10A) or two-photon 

excitation microscopy and Z-stack reconstruction (Fig. 3B, 5, 7, 8, 10B).

Each histological data represents more than three images each from an independent mouse 

subjected to the same experimental condition. Numbers of images described in statistical 

analyses also refer to independent mice.

Results

Macroscopic aspects of photo injury

The thinned-skull cranial window (TSCW) was sufficiently transparent to allow 

visualization of cortical vessels under low-magnification bright field observation (Fig. 1A). 

Two-photon microscope observations taken through the TSCW also allowed visualization of 

cortical vessels by NADH autofluorescence (Fig. 1B, left). The injury-inducing light 

exposure caused no immediate structural changes, but reduced NADH autofluorescence was 

seen, presumably due to photobleaching (Fig. 1B, right). No structural changes or bleeding 

were evident on bright field observation immediately after light exposure (data not shown). 

These results indicated that the light exposure did not cause rapid macroscopic structural 

changes, including hemorrhage.

The time-dependent changes in appearance of injured cortex are shown in Fig. 2. At 1 h 

post-injury (Fig. 2, 1 h), the ipsilateral hemisphere (right) was indistinguishable from the 

contralateral side. In contrast, a cortical region much larger than the TSCW (approximately 

0.5 mm in diameter as mentioned in Materials and Methods) showed hemorrhage by day 2 

(Fig. 2, 2d). Red blood cell deposition, which did not appear as a hematoma, was visible 

macroscopically even after fixation. The deposition disappeared by day 7, and the 

corresponding region became discolored, presumably reflecting tissue degeneration (Fig. 2, 

7d). The lesion formed a cavity that was significantly smaller than the initial hemorrhagic 

region by day 30 (Fig. 2, 30d-1), and the periphery of the cavity showed normal 

macroscopic appearance even in unfixed brain samples (Fig. 2, 30d-2). These results 

indicated that photo injury caused delayed and spreading hemorrhage and subsequent tissue 

degeneration, both of which are representative pathological changes observed following 

contusion (Finnie & Blumbergs, 2002). In addition, the gross appearance suggested 

significant tissue recovery within the initial lesion, because the final cavity was much 

smaller than the initial hemorrhagic region (compare Fig. 2, 2d with 30d-1 and 30d-2; see 

also below).

To clarify the mechanisms underlying photo injury, the change in temperature by light 

exposure was measured as detailed in Supplemental Information 2. The results indicated that 
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the tissue temperature at the light focus increased by approximately 15°C. Thus, tissue 

degeneration by photo injury was likely attributable to moderate heating. As heat stroke is a 

major symptom following such a brain temperature increase, changes in cerebral blood flow 

after light exposure were measured as detailed in Supplemental Information 3. The results 

indicated that blood flow was normal, at least within 1 h after light exposure. Thus, 

immediate ischemia, which is a consequence of heat stroke, is unlikely the initial step in 

photo injury. At present, the mechanisms underlying the tissue degeneration associated with 

photo injury remain to be determined.

Cortical tissue degeneration and gliosis after photo injury

Neurodegeneration and astrocyte activation after photo injury were assessed by 

immunostaining for the neuronal marker NeuN and the astrocytic marker GFAP. The sham-

treated mouse cortex 4 days after surgical treatment to create the TSCW (Fig. 3A, sham) 

showed no upregulation of GFAP and a normal distribution of NeuN-positive nuclei, in 

agreement with previous results (Xu et al., 2007). By 12 hours after photo injury (Fig. 3A, 

0.5d), a large cortical region centered around the focus of light exposure showed total loss of 

NeuN-positive nuclei, which is designated hereafter as the lesion core (LC). The diffuse 

green color of the LC at various intensities (Fig. 3A, 0.5d, 2d, 4d, 10d) was due to the use of 

mouse antibody in a mouse sample containing mouse IgG due to hemorrhage, consistent 

with the IgG immunoreactivity shown in Fig. 9. The specificities of immunostaining using 

mouse primary antibodies are also mentioned on Fig. 9. The LC was surrounded by an area 

of increased GFAP immunoreactivity. By day 10 (Fig. 3A, 10d), the size of the LC had 

decreased, whereas the perilesional GFAP-positive region had broadened. This change is 

referred to below as perilesional broadening. By day 21 (Fig. 3A, 21d), the LC consisted of a 

cavity that was significantly smaller than that on day 4. This reduction in lesion size was 

consistent with the macroscopic observations shown in Fig. 2, in which the cavity was 

significantly smaller than the initial hemorrhagic region.

The proximal perilesional region included a large number of NeuN-positive nuclei, 

comparable to the density seen in the distal normal region both before (Fig. 3B, day 4) and 

after (Fig. 3B, day 28) perilesional broadening. These findings indicated that the broadened 

perilesional region was more complex than simple glial scar tissue, which normally consists 

only of glial cells and extracellular matrix proteins (Silver & Miller, 2004). It is also 

noteworthy that the broadened region showed alterations in the morphology of NeuN-

positive neuronal nuclei (Fig. 3C and D). Before perilesional broadening (day 4), the 

morphology of NeuN-positive nuclei was round in both the perilesional region (Fig. 3Ca and 

D left) and the distal region (Fig. 3Cb). After perilesional broadening (day 28), however, the 

NeuN-positive nuclei showed pronounced elongation running along the direction of adjacent 

GFAP-positive fibers in the perilesional region (Fig. 3Cc and D right), whereas the NeuN-

positive nuclei in the distal region showed the same round morphology (Fig. 3Cd) as seen on 

day 4 (Fig. 3Ca and Cb). These results suggested that the perilesional tissue recovered as a 

result of broadening of neuron-containing tissue with neuronal remodeling. In addition, the 

region of recovery and remodeling showed a high density of radially extending GFAP fibers.
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The reduction of LC size was assessed quantitatively by measuring the maximum horizontal 

extent of the region lacking NeuN-positive nuclei. As shown in Fig. 4, the extent of the LC 

was constant between 12 h and 4 days after photo injury. This metric then began to decrease 

by day 7 and reached approximately one third of the initial extent by day 30. These results 

indicated that photo injury was followed by a reproducible LC size reduction, with the 

intervening space being occupied by neuron-containing tissue.

Reactive astrocyte subtypes following photo injury

The structures of reactive astrocytes following photo injury were characterized by GFAP 

immunostaining, focusing on three regions showing marked differences, i.e., the proximal 

region (PR), the distal region (DR), and the normal region (NR) on day 12 (Fig. 5A). As 

shown at higher magnification in Fig. 5B (left), the PR included a dense layer of GFAP-

positive fibers radially extending from the LC, and these were morphologically identical to 

the GFAP fibers found in the remodeling perilesional region on day 28 (Fig. 3Cc). In 

addition, there were generally distinct GFAP-positive structures extending from the PR into 

the LC, as indicated by the arrow in the figure. Similar extensions of GFAP-positive 

structures can be seen in the micrograph in Fig. 3A (GFAP-positive structure in LC on day 

10), and also in Figs. 7B (arrow) and 8B (arrow). These extensions presumably reflect 

invasion of the LC by PR reactive astrocytes and may be one of the mechanisms of 

perilesional broadening. A similar migration of reactive astrocytes into the lesion site was 

demonstrated in a spinal cord injury model and proposed as an important mechanism for 

scar formation (Hsu et al., 2008). Meanwhile, the DR contained a far lower density of 

GFAP-positive cells than the PR. In this region, the astrocytes extended fibers in all 

directions (Fig. 5B right, upper panel). The NR remote from the LC included very few 

GFAP-positive cells, as seen in the normal mouse cortex (Fig. 5B right, lower panel). Taken 

together, these results indicated that photo injury is followed by production of two distinct 

types of reactive astrocytes, i.e., PR and DR reactive astrocytes.

The PR- and DR reactive astrocytes were further characterized with respect to expression of 

the neural stem cell marker nestin (Lendahl et al., 1990). As shown in Fig. 6A & B, photo 

injury resulted in nestin expression in the PR reactive astrocytes on day 7. Meanwhile, the 

DR reactive astrocytes did not express nestin. The overlap of GFAP- and nestin-positive 

structures is shown at higher magnification in Fig. 6C.

We further characterized the genesis of these two reactive astrocyte subtypes by longitudinal 

GFAP and nestin immunostaining (Fig. 7). GFAP immunoreactivity became detectable by 

day 2 and DR reactive astrocytes were found by day 4. Radially extended GFAP fibers of the 

PR reactive astrocytes became common by day 7, and these fibrous structures remained until 

at least day 30. Thus, the PR reactive astrocytes were spatially and temporally correlated to 

the perilesional neuronal tissue broadening, which started by day 7 (see Fig. 4). The time 

course of changes in nestin expression indicated that nestin appeared by day 4, peaked 

around day 7, and decreased to a level below the limit of detection by day 30. Interestingly, 

the nestin-expressing PR reactive astrocytes on day 4 were structurally indistinguishable 

from nestin-negative DR reactive astrocytes. Thus, it was suggested that the PR- and DR 

reactive astrocytes are distinct, not only structurally but also immunologically, and the 
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immunological difference precedes the structural difference. Perilesional vessel-like 

structures also appeared nestin-positive on day 2 and 4 (Fig. 7A, arrowheads). As mentioned 

in Fig. 11, these structures presumably reflected VEGF increase and revascularization during 

the early stage of injury.

Images obtained by GFAP and nestin double staining were statistically analyzed to 

determine time-dependent changes in reactive astrocyte densities (Fig. 7B). As the PR 

reactive astrocytes were difficult to count because GFAP rarely visualizes cell bodies, the 

number of radially extended GFAP-positive and GFAP/nestin double-positive fibers were 

quantified in the PR. As shown in Fig. 7B(a), the density of reactive astrocyte fiber reached 

the maximum level on day 7 (GFAP; 30.6 ± 10.1 in an area of 100 μm × 100 μm, means ± 

SD, n = 3 images, GFAP/nestin; 24.2 ± 8.1), and was significantly reduced on day 14 

(GFAP; 18.0 ± 5.7, GFAP/nestin; 6.0 ± 3.1) and day 30 (GFAP; 11.6 ± 3.2, GFAP/nestin; 

1.4 ± 0.9). The density of DR reactive astrocytes increased significantly from day 2 (1.2 

± 0.8 in an area of 100 μm × 100 μm, means ± SD, n = 3 images) to day 4 (17.1 ± 5.2), and 

remained constant on day 7 (22.2 ± 6.3), day 14 (20.0 ± 6.1), and day 30 (17.4 ± 8.9). These 

results were consistent with the observations described above.

We also compared proliferation of these two reactive astrocyte populations by BrdU labeling 

as shown in Fig. 8. Briefly, 78 ± 33% (n = 3 images) of BrdU-labeled nuclei were co-

localized with GFAP-positive fibers in the PR (arrowheads in Fig. 8, upper panel), whereas 

the co-localization in the DR was 7 ± 5%, which was significantly lower than in the PR (P < 

0.01, t test), indicating that the PR and DR reactive astrocytes were distinct with respect to 

proliferation. The BrdU-positive nuclei lacking GFAP immunoreactivity in the LC (Fig. 8, 

upper panel) likely belonged to the microglia, because this cell population increased in the 

LC (see Fig. 10, below). The GFAP-positive structures extending from the PR to the LC, as 

indicated by arrows in Fig. 6B and Fig. 8, were largely negative for nestin (Fig. 6B), but 

showed marked labeling by BrdU (Fig. 8). We hypothesized that the proliferated PR reactive 

astrocytes migrated to the LC after the level of nestin expression had decreased.

Potential neuroprotective functions of PR reactive astrocytes

As previous reports suggests that perilesional proliferative reactive astrocytes encapsulate 

the lesion (Bush et al., 1999; Sofroniew, 2009), we examined the influence of PR reactive 

astrocytes on physical diffusion from the LC to the perilesional region. For this purpose, the 

IgG immunoreactivity in the perilesional region representing diffusion of blood components 

from hemorrhagic LC was evaluated. Figure 9 shows double labeling for GFAP and IgG 

immunoreactivity in and around the LC at 2 and 7 days after injury. On day 2 (left), the 

density of reactive astrocytes was low and IgG immunoreactivity was clearly detectable in 

the PR and beyond. On day 7 (right) there were many more reactive astrocytes, especially 

lined up along the LC-PR boundary, and IgG staining in the PR was virtually undetectable 

despite heavy labeling in the LC. The mean fluorescence intensity of IgG immunostaining in 

the region between 25 and 50 μm outside of the LC-PR border was 49% ± 14% (mean ± SD, 

n = 3 images) of that in the region between 25 and 50 μm inside the border on day 2, which 

was significantly higher than the value of 20% ± 11% on day 7 (n = 3, P < 0.01, t test). This 

pattern where IgG was limited to the LC persisted until day 21, when the LC consisted of a 
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cavity. These results suggested that diffusion of blood components leaked from the damaged 

vessels in the LC to the perilesional region was being blocked by the PR reactive astrocytes. 

As blood components such as thrombin and hemoglobin are neurotoxic (Vanderveldt & 

Regan, 2004; Xue et al., 2006), and blood-brain barrier disruption is neurodegenerative (Kim 

et al., 2003), this diffusion barrier function is likely neuroprotective. The diffuse pattern of 

IgG staining, i.e., direct staining with the second antibody used for mouse primary 

antibodies, excludes the possibility that NeuN-positive nuclei (Fig. 3) and nestin-positive 

fibers (Fig. 7) reflect nonspecific staining in damaged tissue of the host species.

The influence of the PR reactive astrocytes on the cellular diffusion was also examined by 

immunohistological localization of activated microglis, which has been reported to be 

associated with neurotoxicity (Kaushal & Schlichter, 2008). Figure 10A shows co-

immunostaining for the activated microglial marker CD68 and GFAP. On day 2 (top), 

activated microglia were diffusely present in the inner portion of the LC and had propagated 

throughout the LC by day 4. The LC was approximately the same size on days 2 and 4, but 

the marked increase in microglial number was restricted to this region without detectable 

invasion into the PR. The segregation persisted long after the LC had undergone progressive 

shrinkage (Fig. 10A, day 7). It is likely that tissue clearance by activated microglia is at least 

partially responsible for the size reduction of the LC, but they were prevented from attacking 

surrounding tissue. Examination of the LC-PR boundary region on day 4 at higher 

magnification indicated the distinct distributions of PR reactive astrocytes and activated 

microglia (Fig. 10Ba). CD68 immunoreactivity was seen only within the layer of GFAP 

immunoreactivity, reinforcing the above suggestion that the PR reactive astrocytes inhibited 

microglial migration into the perilesional region. Thus, this reactive astrocyte subtype 

prevented cellular diffusion at the PR-LC boundary. The morphology and density of 

microglia stained for the pan-microglial marker Iba1 (Imai et al., 1996) were also distinct in 

the LC (Fig. 10Bb and Bc). The LC included packed amoeboid microglia, whereas the DR 

and NR included relatively few process-bearing microglia. Neither the structure nor density 

of microglia showed a significant difference between the DR and NR. These data indicated 

that the microglia outside the PR reactive astrocyte layer were largely normal.

Perilesional accumulation of VEGF-expressing leukocytes

The expression of VEGF was examined as a potential mechanism underlying cortical tissue 

recovery, which is a characteristic of the wound healing process following photo injury. As 

shown in Fig. 11A, VEGF immunoreactivity was distributed in both the LC and DR 4 days 

after injury, but was undetectable on day 7. VEGF immunoreactivity appeared in small 

particles as demonstrated in high-magnification images on day 4 (Fig. 11B). These particles 

were presumably leukocytes, because they were arrayed as in capillaries in the DR (Fig. 

11Ba), or colocalized with nestin-positive fibers, which were presumably damaged vessels 

including proliferating nestin-positive endothelial cells (Suzuki et al., 2010), in the LC (Fig. 

11Bb). Since such nestin-positive vessel-like structures were more prominent during the 

early stage as shown in day 2 and day 4 in Fig. 7A, the accumulation of the VEGF-

expressing leukocyte was temporally correlated with the appearance of proliferating 

endothelial cell, suggesting that VEGF upregulated revascularization prior to tissue 

regeneration. As the VEGF-expressing leukocytes accumulated at the border between nestin-
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positive proximal reactive astrocytes and LC as in Fig. 11Bc, they were likely spread from 

damaged vessels in the LC and infiltrated to the border. These results indicated that VEGF-

expressing leukocytes accumulated in the perilesional region of photo injury, and likely 

contributed to the revascularization in the early stages of wound healing.

Discussion

Here, we discuss the actions of reactive astrocytes following focal brain injury in intact-skull 

mice using a novel method, termed photo injury. In this method, the precipitating insult is 

delivered through the unopened skull thereby avoiding craniotomy-related artifacts, such as 

gliosis, which is common in existing rodent focal brain injury models. As reported 

elsewhere (Xu et al., 2007) and confirmed here, preparation of the thinned-skull cranial 

window did not induce gliosis. The injury-generating light exposure did not change the 

exposed tissue structure immediately, unlike mechanical insults, but caused delayed 

hemorrhage and the development of a degenerative lesion, which spread from the initial 

insult site, similar to mechanical or chemical insults. As the hemorrhage showed robust red 

blood cell deposition, but not hematoma, it was suggested that vascular damage leaking 

blood cells into parenchyma spread from the light exposure site of injury. If the vascular 

damage was limited to the light exposure site, such robust blood leakage should have formed 

a hematoma rather than the broad deposit actually observed. The lesion reached maximum 

size by 12 h after photo injury, and its linear extent at the cortical surface was approximately 

threefold larger than the cranial window. Beginning around 5 – 7 days post-insult, evidence 

of tissue recovery and remodeling was seen that persisted for the 30-day observation period, 

and resulted in a radical reduction in size of the LC (see Fig. 4). The beginning of the 

recovery period was marked by the appearance of two distinct reactive astrocyte subtypes. In 

the PR, reactive astrocytes proliferated, expressed nestin, and extended processes, many of 

which had a radial orientation out from the LC. In the DR, the reactive astrocytes lacked 

both BrdU and nestin labeling, and processes were extended in all directions from the cell 

body. The perilesional tissue expansion may also reflect the contraction of lesion core by 

microglial phagocytotic activity, as the LC was filled with microglia prior to tissue recovery 

(Fig. 10A).

Our results implied that reactive astrocytes in the PR have a positive effect on tissue 

recovery, including neuronal cells, and confirmed the previously proposed beneficial 

functions of reactive astrocytes (Sofroniew, 2009). Taken together, our findings suggest that 

these astrocytes played a key role in “walling off” the extremely damaged LC volume, i.e., 
preventing diffusion of toxic blood components into relatively undamaged regions (Fig. 9) 

and constraining the range of activated microglia (Fig. 10). These protective functions agree 

with the results of previous studies showing that the selective ablation of proliferating 

reactive astrocytes, presumably corresponding to the PR reactive astrocytes, in stab injury, 

CCI and spinal cord injury models (Bush et al., 1999; Faulkner et al., 2004; Myer et al., 
2006; Okada et al., 2006), caused lesional expansion due to the increased presence of toxic 

substances, such as glutamate and leukocytes. Moreover, the processes of these astrocytes 

appeared to predominate in the perilesional volume that expanded over days 7 – 30 to fill in 

the former LC (Figs. 5 & 6). This expanding volume contained not only post-lesionally 

generated astrocytes, but surprisingly also NeuN-positive cells, presumably neurons, which 
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at later stages in our observation period showed unexplained nuclear elongation parallel to 

the astrocyte processes (Fig. 3C & D). At present, it is not clear whether these were newly 

differentiated (putative) neurons or whether they had migrated in from nearby regions. To 

date, we have succeeded in detecting neither BrdU-NeuN co-labeling nor immunoreactivity 

for the neuroblast marker, doublecortin, in any of the populations studied (data not shown), 

suggesting that the migration of preexisting mature NeuN-positive neuron is the more 

important factor. However, activated astrocytes obtained after in vivo stab wound injury have 

recently been shown to be capable of generating a neuronal phenotype when transferred to 

tissue culture conditions (Buffo et al., 2008). Therefore, it is possible that some of the 

NeuN-positive cells in the expanded PR volume were newly generated neurons, and that our 

BrdU labeling protocols were inadequate. Further studies are planned to investigate this 

interesting possibility.

Previous reviews suggested the existence of two structurally different post-lesional reactive 

astrocyte subtypes in areas proximal and distal to wounds, as seen here (Ridet et al., 1997; 

Sofroniew, 2009). It was suggested that the proximal reactive astrocytes develop scar tissue, 

which consists of gliotic tissue at the interface between lesion and normal tissue, whereas 

our findings indicating both the proximal astrocytes and neurons in the tissue expanding into 

the injury void (Fig. 3) suggested a novel tissue regenerative function of this reactive 

astrocyte subtype prior to scar formation. Other studies have demonstrated a number of 

degenerative functions of reactive astrocytes following different types of insult (Merrill, 

1992; Rosenberg et al., 2001; Seiffert et al., 2004). The outcomes of injury-related changes 

are obviously complex and dependent on the model used.

The DR reactive astrocytes may support the survival of neurons in ways different from the 

above. For example, non-proliferative reactive astrocytes, similar to the DR reactive 

astrocytes, are neuroprotective due to increased glutamate uptake (Beurrier et al., 2010), as 

well as producing a greater nutrient supply to neurons (Escartin et al., 2007). Thus, this 

reactive astrocyte subtype would be beneficial for neuronal survival, especially under 

excitotoxic conditions, such as would exist in the DR after injury, due to spillover of 

glutamate and K+ from the LC. Indeed, similar non-proliferating reactive astrocytes have 

been shown to be widespread in excitotoxicity models, such as kainite lesions (Mitchell et 
al., 1993). Thus, one of the anticipated protective functions of the DR reactive astrocytes is 

to attenuate the excitotoxic environment for neuronal survival.

The degenerative mechanism underlying photo injury remains to be determined; however, 

the experiment detailed in Supplemental Information 2 suggested that light exposure likely 

caused tissue damage by moderate heating. As the heat stress associated with raising the 

core body temperature to 40°C – 43°C causes serious brain damage in mice (Sminia et al., 

1994), this moderate focal heating by light exposure is thought to be sufficient to create 

localized brain injury. Heat stroke, which involves impaired cerebral blood flow by 

coagulation and/or inflammation following exposure of the brain tissue to high temperatures 

(Bouchama & Knochel, 2002), may also have contributed to the brain damage seen here. 

Indeed, the appearance and time course of lesions following acute focal ischemia by photo 

thrombosis share many aspects with those following photo injury (Schroeter et al., 2002; 

Carmichael, 2005).
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Nevertheless, another experiment detailed in Supplemental Information 3 excluded the 

immediate contributions of blood flow impairment. However, delayed loss of blood flow 

(vasospasm), which is observed in a large proportion of brain injury patients (Werner & 

Engelhard, 2007), is still a possible mechanism that may have contributed to degeneration 

following photo injury. We assumed that light exposure generated delayed and spreading 

hemorrhage and tissue degeneration in the LC within 12 h due to protein denaturation and/or 

metabolic stress. Thus, we hypothesized that the LC was the result of secondary injury 

spread during the initial 12 h, which persisted for at least the following 3.5 days. Secondary 

injury reflects progressive cellular and biochemical degenerative processes that occur within 

minutes to days after primary injury from a variety of mechanical insults, and is a very 

significant cause of brain tissue deterioration in hospitalized brain injury patients (Moppett, 

2007). The processes following photo injury, hemorrhage, and the subsequent tissue loss, are 

proposed to be equivalent in some respects to those of contusion, as mentioned in regard to 

Fig. 2. Therefore, photo injury provides a novel opportunity for studying contusion, which is 

a major clinical issue in traumatic brain injury, without artifacts caused by craniotomy.

VEGF-expressing leukocytes accumulated in the vessels of both the proximal and distal 

perilesional region, as well as migrating into the proximal perilesional parenchyma on post-

injury day 4, but disappeared on day 7. This unique VEGF distribution prior to perilesional 

enlargement likely underlies the prominent tissue recovery in the photo injury model, as 

improvements of the outcome of brain injury by VEGF have been demonstrated in previous 

studies using treatments with VEGF or its neutralizing antibody (Krum & Khaibullina, 

2003; Shen et al., 2006). VEGF is beneficial by promoting revascularization, astrocyte 

activation, neuronal survival, and neurite growth after injury, but detrimental by increasing 

blood-brain barrier permeability (Ruiz de Almodovar et al., 2009). Since VEGF-expressing 

leukocytes distributed both LC and capillaries in DR, whereas activated microglia was 

limited within LC, VEGF is supposed to play a key role in activating DR-reactive astrocytes, 

which is remote from the site of microglial cytokine production. Further studies using the 

photo injury model will address the contribution of VEGF to the activation of two different 

types of reactive astrocytes and perilesional tissue recovery. Previous studies have 

demonstrated VEGF expression in neurons, reactive astrocytes, vascular endothelial cells, 

and leukocyte during the early stages of brain injury (Nag et al., 1997; Chodobski et al., 

2003), especially neutrophils after traumatic brain injury (Chodobski et al., 2003) and 

macrophages after stroke (Kovacs et al., 1996). Future studies will address the types of 

perilesional VEGF-expressing leukocytes in photo injury, and the contribution of leukocytes 

to perilesional tissue recovery. If leukocytes are involved in cortical tissue recovery, local 

and/or systemic inflammation, which affects differentiation of leukocytes and may alter their 

VEGF expression, is an important factor determining the extent of recovery. Furthermore, 

avoiding craniotomy, which limits cortical inflammation, likely explained the reproducible 

recovery seen in photo injury.

The three most remarkable aspects of focal brain injury in intact-skull mice were as follows: 

(1) severe and spreading secondary injury; (2) reproducible size of the LC (approx. 1.5 mm 

in maximum horizontal dimension as shown in Fig. 4); and (3) substantial cortical tissue 

recovery, likely involving the PR reactive astrocytes. To our knowledge, there have been no 

previous reports of longitudinal changes in lesion size, both progressive tissue degeneration 
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and recovery, following FPI. The lesions following CCI have been shown to spread without 

tissue recovery for up to 1 month (Chen et al., 2003). In clinical situations, the long-term 

consequences of brain injury also vary widely between patients, and are largely 

unpredictable. However, a significant number of patients show brain tissue recovery (Fiehler 

et al., 2002; Mitsias et al., 2004), which has not been confirmed in conventional animal 

models. The wide variation between animals and the lack of tissue recovery in conventional 

animal models may be attributed to the craniotomy, which likely causes inflammation due to 

the leakage of inflammatory blood cells from damaged vessels (Soares et al., 1995) and 

microglial activation following mechanical stimulation (Davalos et al., 2005). If this is the 

case, the post-lesional pathological processes in the conventional models are complicated by 

various artifacts of inflammation. The pathological processes after closed-head injury are 

expected to be characterized by a lack of inflammation following skull fracture. The 

influence of inflammation on the growth of the PR reactive astrocytes and their functions for 

cortical recovery is an important question to be addressed in future studies. Finally, the 

remarkable tissue recovery and quantitative reproducibility of the long-term pathological 

processes make photo injury a desirable tool, which can be used to elucidate the mechanisms 

underlying cortical recovery.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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CCI controlled cortical impact

DR distal region

FPI fluid-percussion injury

GFAP glial fibrillary acidic protein

LC lesion core

NOS nitric oxide synthase (NOS)

NR normal region

PR proximal region

TSCW thinned-skull cranial window
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Fig. 1. 
Thinned-skull cranial window (TSCW) and cortical light exposure. (A) Low-magnification 

bright field image of TSCW. (B) NADH autofluorescence through TSCW. Two photon 

microscopy images (Ex 740 nm/Em 450 m) before (left) and after (right) light exposure 

through a 20× microscope objective (90 W halogen bulb, 2.5 min).
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Fig. 2. 
Low-magnification photographs of lesioned brains after photo injury 1 h – 30 days after 

injury. As mentioned in Materials and Methods, photo injury was induced in the right 

somatosensory cortex. Brains were dissected after paraformaldehyde fixation by transcardiac 

perfusion (1 h, 2 d, 7 d, and 30d-1) or without fixation (30d-2). Post-injury tissue changes 

are indicated by arrows in subsequent frames.
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Fig. 3. 
Tissue sections showing the lesion core (LC) and perilesional reactive astrocytes. Neuronal 

nuclei and astrocytes were stained with anti-NeuN (green) and anti-GFAP (red) antibodies, 

respectively. (A) Low-magnification images of a sham-treated (no light injury, fixed 4 days 

after skull thinning) mouse cortex underlying TSCW and injured cortex at 0.5, 2, 4, 10, and 

21 days after photo injury. (B) Higher magnification images of the perilesional region on 

days 4 and 28. The NeuN (green)- and GFAP (red)-positive structures in Boxes (a) – (d) are 

further magnified in (C). On day 4, the morphology of neuronal nuclei was similar between 
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the regions (a) proximal and (b) distant to LC. On day 28, neuronal nuclei showed 

pronounced elongation running along the direction of GFAP fibers in (c) the proximal 

region, but there were no significant differences from day 4 in (d) the distal region. In (D), 

the boxed regions shown in (C) are further magnified and merged to emphasize the 

elongation of NeuN staining nuclei along the GFAP-staining fibers. In this figure only, 

GFAP labeling is shown in red, reserving green for NeuN, which gave a clearer definition of 

nuclear shape.
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Fig. 4. 
Progression of LC size changes following injury. Maximum horizontal distances of the area 

lacking NeuN staining were plotted at 0.5, 2, 4, 6, 14, and 30 days after photo injury. Means 

± SD (n = 3 at each time point), ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05 ANOVA and Dunnett’s test for 

multiple comparisons with 0.5 days.
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Fig. 5. 
Two distinct types of reactive astrocytes found after photo injury. Anti-GFAP 

immunostaining on post-injury day 12. Lesion core (LC), and proximal (PR), distal (DR), 

and normal (NR) region. (A) Low-magnification image. Each box is magnified in (B). In the 

PR, GFAP-positive fibers extended radially from the LC (isomorphic), and also showed 

migration into the LC (arrow). In DR, GFAP-positive fibers extended randomly from the cell 

body (anisomorphic). In the NR, GFAP-positive cells were rarely found.
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Fig. 6. 
Nestin expression in proximal reactive astrocytes 7 days after the photo injury demonstrated 

by double immunofluorescence staining for nestin (red) and GFAP (green). (A) Low-

magnification image of lesioned cortex. (B) Higher magnification images of the box in (A). 

GFAP-positive structures in the proximal region (PR) were positive for nestin, but those in 

the lesion core (LC) and distal region (DR) were negative for nestin. The arrow in the left-

hand panel indicates extension of a GFAP-positive structure into the LC. (C) Higher 

magnification images of the boxed region in (B). The left panel shows the high degree of 

overlap of GFAP and nestin staining.
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Fig. 7. 
Time-dependent changes of reactive astrocytes after photo injury. (A) Time course of nestin 

(red) and GFAP (green) immunoreactivity in reactive astrocytes (days 2, 4, 7, 14, and 30). 

Perilesional GFAP expression was upregulated more than the normal region (NR) by day 2. 

Structural difference of reactive astrocytes between the lesion core (LC), the proximal region 

(PR) and the distal region (DR) was established by day 7. Nestin-expressing reactive 

astrocytes were clearly identified by day 4, reached the maximum level on day 7, and 

decreased to below the limit of detection by day 30. On day 4, the morphology of reactive 

astrocytes was uniform, whereas nestin-expressing reactive astrocytes indicated by arrows 

were localized in the proximity of the LC. On days 14 and 30, the DR is shown in separate 

pictures because the region of high-density reactive astrocytes was remote from the LC, 

reflecting the enlargement of the PR. Arrowheads in day 2 and 4 indicate nestin-positive and 

capillary-like structures without GFAP immunoreactivity, presumably reflecting 

proliferating endothelial cells in damaged vessels. (B) Cell densities of reactive astrocytes. 
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Density of radial fibers in PR (GFAP-positive or GFAP/nestin-positive) or cell bodies of 

GFAP-positive reactive astrocytes in DR were counted in areas of 100 μm × 100 μm. Means 

± SD (n = 3 images at each time point), ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05 ANOVA and Dunnett’s test 

for multiple comparisons with 7 days.
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Fig. 8. 
Proliferative nature of proximal reactive astrocytes. Tissue was labeled with anti-GFAP 

(green) and anti-BrdU (red) antibodies. BrdU was administrated between 1 and 6 days after 

photo injury and animals were sacrificed on day 7. Fluorescence images of the lesion core 

(LC) and proximal region (PR) (upper panels), and distal region (DR) (lower). The BrdU-

positive but GFAP-negative nuclei in the LC likely correspond to microglia (see also Fig. 

10). In the PR, the majority of GFAP-positive structures were co-localized with BrdU-

positive nuclei. Arrowheads indicate BrdU-positive reactive astrocytes extending processes 
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radially. In the DR, no significant co-localization of BrdU and GFAP was found. The arrow 

indicates the extension of GFAP-positive structure into LC.
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Fig. 9. 
Blockade of blood component diffusion by the proximal reactive astrocyte layer. Reactive 

astrocytes and blood components were stained with anti-GFAP and anti-IgG antibodies, 

respectively. On day 2, IgG immunoreactivity was diffuse outside of the LC (approximate 

boundary indicated by the dashed line); whereas on day 7, it was limited to within the LC, 

which was surrounded by reactive astrocytes.
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Fig. 10. 
Restriction of microglial distribution by the proximal reactive astrocyte cell layer. (A) 

Reactive astrocytes and activated microglia in the injured cortex were stained with anti-

GFAP (green) and anti-CD68 (red) antibodies, respectively, 2, 4, and 7 days after photo 

injury. (B) Higher magnification images on day 4 illustrated the distribution of microglia at 

different activation states in the lesion core (LC), proximal region (PR), distal region (DR), 

and normal region (NR). Microglia were stained with anti-CD68 (a) or the pan-microglial 

marker, Iba1 (b). The label colors are indicated above each set of panels. In the panels in (c), 
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microglia stained for CD68 (green) and Iba1 (red) were further magnified for comparison of 

structures in different regions.
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Fig. 11. 
Accumulation of VEGF-expressing leukocytes at the early stages of wound healing. (A) 

Low-magnification images of tissue labeled with anti-VEGF (green) and anti-nestin (red) 

antibodies. VEGF immunoreactivity was distributed in both the distal region (a), which is 

outside of the nestin-positive proximal reactive astrocyte layer, and in the lesion core (LC; b 

and c), which is inside of the reactive astrocyte layer, 4 days after injury (4d), but 

undetectable on day 7 (7d). (B) High-magnification images of the boxes in (A). VEGF 

immunoreactivity was localized in leukocytes in the presumed distal region capillaries (a) or 

LC vessels (b), or accumulated at the border between the reactive astrocyte layer and the LC.
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